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Background:  Successful single ventricle (1-V) HLHS repair relies on durability of right ventricular (RV) and tricuspid valve performance. 
We studied trends in RV dysfunction and tricuspid regurgitation (TR) and their differential impact on survival.
methods:  5,477 echo reports on 515 neonates with HLHS (2005-2014; 20 institutions) were used to grade RV dysfunction or TR. 
Nonlinear mixed models characterized time-related risks of ≥moderate RV dysfunction and ≥moderate TR. These, and parametric survival 
models, were used for regression.
results:  Prevalence of RV dysfunction was 10% ≤6 months, and ~2 fold higher in those who died. During late follow-up RV function 
was preserved in >95%. TR also peaked ≤6 months, but persisted ~10% thereafter. Worse RV dysfunction pre-stage-1 strongly predicted 
continued RV dysfunction after stage-1 (P<.0001), but did not predict TR. Baseline TR did not predict RV dysfunction or TR after stage-1 
(P=.43). In risk-adjusted models, worse RV dysfunction immediately after stage-1 strongly predicted persistent dysfunction, persistent TR 
and death (P<.01, figure). The corollary was not true: worse TR immediately after stage-1 was not a strong predictor of death. 27 children 
had TV repairs; 22 remain alive and 3 (14%) have ≥moderate TR at last follow-up.
Conclusion:  TR without RV dysfunction can be mitigated. RV dysfunction after 1-V palliation, however, is poorly tolerated - even in 
absence of TR; early evaluation for transplantation may be appropriate.
